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GRIPPER REPLACEMENT KIT FOR PPTS

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

The KPTSG Gripper Replacement Kit replaces the current gripper in the event of reduced performance
or excessive wear caused by extended usage.  Follow the step-by-step instructions below.

CONTENTS:

ITEM QTY. DESCRIPTION

22 1 Gripper Housing Assembly

14 1 Screw

1 Removable Threadlocker

(for MSDS sheet, see www.loctite.com)

1 PVC Tubing

REPLACING THE GRIPPER HOUSING ASSEMBLY (Refer to Customer Repair Drawing,

WB23312D01 which is on reverse side.)

WARNING: Always disconnect the air source from the tool before disassembly of the tool.
Never connect the air source to the tool or actuate the tool until the tool is fully
reassembled.

1. Remove and retain the screw from the back end of the tool.  Reduce tension on the tool by
flipping the selector knob to the MIN setting and turning the selector knob counterclockwise until
the knob loosens.

2. Place the tool on a table with the right side of the tool face down and the nose end to the left.
Remove the three (3) housing screws using a Phillips screwdriver, and lift off the housing cover.

3. Remove the lever arm pivot pin and the trigger link pin.  Carefully lift out the lever arm and the
cylinder/link plate assembly.

4. Slide the PVC tubing (included) over the gripper housing assembly and onto the cylinder shaft.
Carefully grip the cylinder shaft at the tubing protected area in a brass jaw vise (to prevent
damage to the shaft surface).  Grip the shaft as close to the gripper housing assembly as
possible.  Unscrew the gripper housing assembly using a 5/16” open-end wrench.

5. Apply Removable Threadlocker (included) on the new gripper housing assembly threads.
Tighten the new gripper assembly on the cylinder shaft and remove the assembly from the vise.
Remove the PVC tubing from the cylinder shaft and discard the tubing.

6. Carefully position the cylinder/link plate assembly in the tool.  Position the trigger link and install
the trigger link pin.  Position the lever arm and install the lever arm pivot pin.   Position the trigger
and replace the housing cover.  Fasten cover using the three (3) housing screws and tighten
until snug.

7. Replace the screw at the back end of the tool.  Readjust tool tension to the desired setting.
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